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Context of this Report

The "Roundpole in Building" project was an initiative funded under the EU Northern
Periphery Program. It came about through the collaborative working of Gaia Architects in
Scotland and Kimmo Kuismanen Architects in Finland and subsequent development of a
research proposal with Gaia Research in Scotland.

The project involved Scottish, Finnish and Norwegian partners investigating and developing
specific commercial opportunities offered by the use of forest thinnings. The aim was to
make a contribution to the improvement of local economies of the Northern Periphery. It has
implications for silvicultural practice and manufacturing. It was anticipated that the project
should create new working opportunities in sparsely populated areas and strengthen the
competitiveness of the wooden house building and products industries within the framework
of a sustainable, ecologically sound silviculture and built environment.

An early meeting of the project partners (Gaia Research, Gaia Architects and Northwoods
Construction, Scotland, Kimmo Kuismanen Architects, Finland and John Kristoffferson
Architects, Norway) identified a long list of possible projects. These were narrowed down to
a short list of inter-related projects for further research:-

SWAN - F Snow/Wind/Noise Fences

INFRA Industrial Buildings

EGLU Glues

TICS&JICS Tourism and Informal Structures and Joints

COCE Composites

LIFE Low Impact Foundations

BRIDGES Light Bridges

PILOTTI Pilot House at Sodanskyla

PLAY Ecological Play Equipment

The output of these research projects along with contacts in Scotland, Norway and Finland
is to be placed on the project web site. Further information is available from
roundpole@aol.com or through http://www.GaiaGroup.org/Research.

Scope of this Report
This report details the findings of market research performed in Scotland during May 2000 to
assess current levels and modes of roundpole usage, and to identify opportunities for
development.
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Executive Summary
This report details the findings of market research performed in Scotland during May 2000 to
assess current levels and modes of roundpole usage, and to identify opportunities for
development.

A sample of around 50 interviewees was selected representing a range of interests including
architects, designers, specifiers, structural engineers, builders, Local Councils, Government
Agencies, community groups, NGOs and partnerships, and research institutions. Feedback
was obtained on past, current and future initiatives; barriers and issues were identified, as
were opportunities for development.

Applications identified included housing and accommodation, public buildings; farm
buildings; informal structures; paths; bridges; fencing; playground furniture; other uses of
roundpole, both in the round and machined. Examples provided ranged from visitor centres
and demonstration structures to path edgings, fence posts to rugby posts. Several non-
round applications were also identified, including sawn timber of various dimensions and
chippings for cattle corral filtration systems. Several publications were identified which could
enable interested parties to gain insights into others' experience with roundpole, both in
Scotland and elsewhere.

Complementary findings from the research can be summarised as follows :
There appears to be a significant amount of interest in roundpole applications across the

spectrum of backgrounds, and widespread agreement that locally available material
should be used wherever possible;

The economics of roundpole construction present a challenge;
Safety and building regulations tend to mitigate against roundpole usage, as do corporate

design standards;
Opportunities appear to exist for training and education, in particular in structural properties

and roundpole jointing;
A key success factor for roundpole usage appears to be simplicity of design;
Roundpoles are often treated with preservatives, in particular CCA. Detailing can help

reduce the necessity for preservative usage if required;
Marketing could help reduce resistance to the use of roundpole, and product development

drive up roundpole usage levels.

There appears to be significant scope for the development of simple applications. A general
willingness to share ideas and experiences would indicate that much could be done in the
medium term in the development of local roundpole applications. In the longer term,
significant technical, environmental, economic and attitudinal barriers remain to the wider
scale use and adoption of roundpole applications.

In view of the forest industry's level of interest in identifying and driving up value-add uses of
smaller diameter material, it is conceivable that means may be found to underwrite follow-up
research. Pilot product development ideas could be pursued for fence posts and small
diameter sawn timber, and other areas of research pursued to identify technical solutions,
local opportunities, the implications of regulation conformance, and the means of increasing
acceptance of roundpole usage.

It is anticipated that the output of the Roundpole in Building project will make a contribution
to advancing the debate and action in Scotland and in planning for future roundpole use
within the framework of a sustainable, ecologically sound silviculture and built environment.
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1. Introduction

The European Union Northern Periphery Program aims to mitigate the economic and social
disadvantages posed by peripherality of communities within the Northern Periphery Zone.
The area of Scotland covered by the Northern Periphery Zone (hereafter referred to as "the
designated area") can be considered to be all of the country north of the Highland Boundary
fault; however the remit of the Program extends to initiatives and projects outside that area
which can import ideas, materials or product into the designated area.

"Roundpole in Building" is a Northern Periphery Program project, run by the Roundpole
Group, a grouping of partner organisations in the UK, Finland and Norway. The UK partners
are Gaia Architects, Gaia Research, the Findhorn Foundation and Buro Happold. The
project aims to create commercial opportunities through the investigation and development
of round wood and roundpoles.

This report details the findings of market research performed for the Roundpole Group
during May 2000 to assess current applications of roundpole within Scotland's designated
area, and propose means of developing potential within the area.

The document contains details of applications and uses, explores opportunities, issues and
attitudes, and outlines considerations as to possible future developments. Contact details of
those with an interest in roundpole are provided in Appendix A.

This document complements the publication "Roundpole in Scotland - A first stage report",
posted on the project web site, which contains a brief summary of current uses of roundpole
in Scotland. This document adds details to these previous findings using current information
obtained through telephone interviews with a broad range of past, present and intended
users of roundpoles.

For the purposes of this research, "roundpole" was interpreted in a similarly broad manner to
that adopted in "Roundpole in Scotland - A first stage report"; i.e. poles ranging from 3" to
24" in diameter were considered. In keeping with the sustainability ethos of the wider project,
this study tended to concentrate on environmentally friendly, low embodied energy
roundpole applications.

The author wishes to express gratitude to all who contributed to this report. Every effort has
been made to ensure that the findings have been accurately reported; however apologies
are extended for any inadvertent inaccuracies which may have found their way into the text.
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2. Roundpole applications - survey findings

The applications listed here should be considered as being widely representative of the
types of use of roundpole usage in the designated area, rather than constituting a
comprehensive review.

In addition to completed constructions, a significant level of activity incorporating roundpole
is also in prospect. Some respondents indicated an intention to use roundpole in as yet
unspecified designs, others indicated having designs incorporating roundpole on the drawing
board, while others indicated work in progress. The following descriptions seek to clarify
whether work is complete, in progress or intended in the future.

Notes :
a) Respondents may have reported on structures in which they had no personal
involvement, accordingly no inference to that effect should be made.
b) Information used in entries marked by an asterisk was obtained from secondary sources.
c) The abbreviations used in the following text are listed in Appendix B.
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2.1 Housing / Accommodation

Respondent Construction Details

Abriachan Forest Trust Traditional use of roundpole in 
crofts.

Roundpoles (scots pine & birch) were used in most of the 
croft buildings earlier this century as partitions and 
hay/sleeping loft flooring.

All Round Buildings Accommodation at childrens’ 
residential centre.  Ayshire. 
(Expected complete by end 
August 2000.)

Raw peeled NS poles, 90mm - 150mm, up to  6m long, 
bent. DF cladding. Roof about 4m high (external height). 
Pole foundations using rammed earth technique.

All Round Buildings Various using bent pole frames.Wigwam, sheiling, longhouse, boathouse, landscape 
shelters. NS generally used; frames internal to 
constructions. 2 longhouses constructed for Woodland 
Craft and Training Centre, Palacerigg Country Park, 
Cumbernauld.

BTCV Scotland Roof on croft house in 
Ardnamurchan (Action Break 
Summer 2000)

6 - 8” diameter larch obtained from local Forest District. 
Roundpole to be used in the construction of roof main 
frame.

Carpenter Oak Cruciform log cabin in W. 
Highlands.

Mixture of Scots Pine and larch used.

Charles Dobb / Gaia ArchitectsOffice at Dunning. Construction 7m x 5m. 100 - 150mm larch poles, 8- 9’ 
high used in columns on concrete pads. 8 going round side 
of building Bent pole originally envisaged for roof, but 
glulam used instead.

France Smoor Architect Tower House in Kingussie Larch purlins.

France Smoor Architect Hotel (design proposal) Poles used in pre-fabricated flooring (with lime and 
concrete)

George Grams Timber house using pole. (Outline 
design complete.)

No species selected as yet.

Knapp Farm Buildings Bunkhouses / domestic buildingsSimilar detail to farm buildings outlined in 2.3 -using 
recycled telegraph poles.

North Woods Construction Cabins DF obtained from own forest used as external, structural 
poles.

North Woods Construction Hut shelter Roof out of DF roundpole. 

Peter Ross FC holiday cabins in Argyll and 
Strathyre.

Large diameter Western red cedar logs, unpeeled, with 
one edge planed. Nailed with 2’ nails. Designed and built 
in early 1970s.

Peter Stephens and PartnersUsed in housing Using larger, more durable species.

Rayne Construction Futureworld Exhibition at Milton 
Keynes.

Not commercially viable.

Simmonds.Mills Classroom at Green Wood Trust, 
Coalbrookdale, Shropshire

Pole structure to support main classroom space, columns 
using sweet chestnut  (250mm avg), and roof support 
struts using 4-6” ash poles.

West Highland Native WoodsThinnings in roof constructions.8” diameter oak thinnings “boxed”, to be used as rafters 
for roof in new house. Previously sent alder thinnings to 
Tiree for reconstruction of black house - used in a 
continuous band on 6” x 6” purlins.
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2.2 Public buildings

Respondent Structure Details

Carpenter Oak Earth Centre, Doncaster.Space frame, made out of grid of poles jointed with metal plates, 
distorted into fantastic shape. Pole diameters range from 125mm 
to 250mm with majority around 150 - 175mm.

Buro Happold / Edward 
Cullinan Architects

Hooke Park Workshop and 
prototype house

Roundpole used as spars to form rigid frames, floors, platform and 
bridges, and as flexible poles in roofs. Spruce, diffusion treated 
with boron salts. 60' poles used 2-2.5m lengths to mitigate 
performance of taper. Exposed surfaces were treated with CCA.

  Alternative jointing methods investigated.

John Finlay The Living Building - visitor 
/ interpretation centre at 
Loch Sunart.

Structure made entirely out of roundpoles - larch, unpeeled, 
green, mixture of thinnings and mature stems. Roof purlins laid 
side by side and made roof deck. Erected 5 years ago as self-build 
project. Timber felled by self-builders adjacent to site.

  Built to encourage animals to co-habit - have pine-martens and 
mice (intentionally!). Winner of many awards.

John Finlay / MGL 
Woodwrights

Life Science Trust, 
Pishwanton, E. Lothian. 
Toilet block, stables.

Poles using material obtained on-site - possibly birch. Used to save 
costs and for environmental considerations. Toilet drop-log 
construction, using larch poles diameter upwards of 250mm, and 
spruce logs, held together by wooden pegs.

John Finlay Inverpolly Visitor Centre (in 
progress)

Using poles for roof purlins. “Generic redwood” being used, 
debarked poles.

France Smoor /  Charles 
Dobb

Community centre, Newtyle 
(in progress)

Roundpole columns (350mm), principle rafters and purlins. (75 - 
150mm). Timber donated by local estate.

Knapp Farm Buildings Retail outlets, garden 
centres

Utilising recycled telegraph poles - see entry in 2.3.

North Highland Forest TrustSmall information cabin / 
public toilet at Strathy. 
Currently under 
construction.

Poles 10 - 12” diameter over taper. Scribe log build, erected 
green.; structure settles within a year. Scribe log build. Turf / 
tyre roof. Intending to use structure for training and 
demonstration purposes. 

Reforesting Scotland Composting toilet and 
shelter roof, Wooplaw 
Community Woodland.

Roundpole construction. Used own timber from site.

Simpson and Brown Seabird Centre, N. BerwickIncorporates around 10 columns, larch 200mm diameter, 3.5m 
long. Obtained from forest in the Midlands, milled in Barnsley.

Simmonds.Mills Westonbirt Arboretum, 
Gloucestershire

A woodland crafts centre, canopy using European Larch poles. 
Columns average diameter 6”, rest of structure 4-6”. an example 
from the extensive range of shelters, barns etc. designed by 
Simmonds.Mills.

West Highland Native 
Woods

Auchendrain Museum Crofting museum using continuous bands of SS or larch thinnings in 
roof construction.
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2.3 Farm buildings

Respondent Structure Details

Isle of Jura Development 
Trust

60’ x 30’ shed (likely to start 
construction this summer)

Using 'cord-wood' 600mm lengths of pole, bound in mortar, 
infilled with lime and sawdust. Technology, which is cheap 
and well adapted to seasonal temp.differences is having a 
revival in US where training courses are available. Larch 
cut at present.

  SS likely to be used in the round for roofing timbers. Timber 
donated by local estate. If any preservation is to be used, 
likely engine oil, thinned with kerosene.

Knapp Farm BuildingsMany agricultural buildings The acknowledged market leader in Scotland using 
roundpole in farm building construction. Has erected 
buildings throughout Scotland using recycled telegraph 
poles. Also builds sawmills and buildings for other forms of 
rural enterprise.

MGL Woodwrights Pole barns Involved with a few years ago, using recycled telegraph 
poles. Wanted to investigate the use of forest thinnings in 
this application, but it didn’t  happen.

North Woods Various agricultural buildings Poles used in structure; some with round bracing in 
addition. Utilised telegraph poles, and DF from own forest. 

NTS Building on Canna Built about 12 years ago using redundant telegraph poles 
shipped over to island.

Peter Steven and 
Partners

Various agricultural buildings Using round timber columns / piles. Tend to use larger 
poles, durable species.

Peter Steven and 
Partners

Old timber building on Mar Lodge Estate.Used roundpoles as piles to conserve building. Poles 
brought in from abroad.

2.4. Informal structures

Respondent Structure Details

Abriachan Community 
Woodland

Bronze age hut reconstruction, 
currently building sheiling.

Hut - wattle woven roundpole, larch roundpole for roof. 
Sheiling - larch roundpole for roof.

Peter Steven and PartnersTemporary structure with lashed 
roundpoles.

 

Peter Ross Small log cabin. South West Community Woodland. Structure 5m x 5m, 
using (probably SS) 6” to 8” (poss. larger) diam. poles, in 
the round, not peeled. Poles notched in corners. Structure 
obtained planning permission.

TRADA Shelters Using thinnings up to 200mm. Working mainly in 
developing countries.

West Highland Native 
Woods

Temporary structure SS, up to 5” diameter. 30’ x 40’ building using commercial 
poly tunnel covering, used as shelter for cruck frame 
construction. Now part of structure being used as a tractor 
shelter.
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2.5. Paths
This is an area where several respondents indicated using timber to standard specifications
(for example the Countryside Commission standard). Reasons cited for this included ease of
specification, treatment, maintenance and public liability concerns.

Respondent Structure Details

Abriachan Community 
Woodland

Edging and culverts Using lodgepole pine pegged in with old 
fence posts.

Deeside Access Trust Edging, terracing, and risers. Mainly used in lowland applications, easily 
available cheap material. Use untreated 
larch thinnings, locally obtained, in the 

Perth and Kinross CouncilEdgings. Half and full round. 100 - 150 mm 
diameter. Mainly pressure treated larch 
used.

Perth and Kinross 
Countryside Trust

Revetement work, using 6” larch thinnings. 
Previously used for path edgings, using birch 
thinnings.

Has gone off using roundpole for path 
edging, because of problems with run-off.

West Highland Native 
Woods

Path edgings and car park delineation. At Sealife Centre north of Oban. Used SS 
thinnings obtained on site.

2.6 Bridges
Activity in bridge construction appears to be rather intermittent, with many respondents
indicating a distinct preference for the use of square cut timber in bridge design and
construction.

Respondent Details

Angus Council 3 bridges built recently, using local timber peeled, half round, some milled. Some 
untreated larch, some Cellcure-ised SP. 

BTCV Scotland * Bridge constructed with ash poles on Skye at work camp in 1990.

Deeside Access Trust Occasionally build bridges using larch poles.

FE Marketing Know of a few examples on FE properties in N. Scotland using birch poles for bridge 
hand-rails.

North Woods Bridge at Culag Community Woodland. 300mm diameter European larch, flatted on one 
side (top).

Peter Steven and Partners Have used for bridge decking, using larch, birch , pine and green oak.

Strong Bridges Currently designing bridge with 3 rows of poles, on side as a balustrade, to create a 
more rustic look. 
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2.7. Fencing
This market might offer scope for development in view of the reported upturn in the use of
round posts in place of square ones. Reported benefits include cheapness vs. machined
posts, compatibility and removal of need to line up square of fence post, requiring fewer
people for fencing work. However, indications were also made that the market was not
particularly buoyant, hence any scoping exercise would require that the prevailing market be
thoroughly researched in order to realistically assess the opportunities.

Respondent Post types Details

Deeside Forest Development 
Initiative

Strainers, struts. 7’6” long, various diameters, ranging from 3 - 6”.

Dundee City Council Strainers 4 - 5” diameter, mainly larch, some DF from own 
woods.

Dundee City Council Rustic fences 4 -5” larch. On the decline.

FE Marketing Fencing material Supply poles to mills untreated (generally SS) Sold 
standing, roadside or at mill-gate.

Munros Round posts Locally obtained SP, larch and DF. Sell small quantities 
only. Labour intensive and poor margins. Sell posts for 
£1.25 each. Recently received letter from Latvia 
offering milled round posts for 65p each.

Perth and Kinross Council General fence posts. In addition to practical advantages of round fence post 
installation, round can look good aesthetically. Safety 
an issue - have standard designs using square cut timber 
which conform to safety requirements. 

   If deer fencing can last 10 - 15 years, would be 
sufficient. Would usually specify larch for fencing but 
would take substitute (usually treated SP).

Russwood Deer and stock fencing. 
Standard, turner and strainer 
posts.

Peeled and pressure treated posts using SP thinnings 
obtained from forest Enterprise Districts. Poles bought 
in cross-cut, graded on-site. 3-4" diameter standard 
posts for stock (1.7m) and deer (2.6m). Turner posts 
5-6" diameter. Strainer 7-8". 

  Round posts major part of business. CCA pressure 
treatment plant on site.

West Highland Native WoodsFencing material Larch thinnings used, unpeeled, pointed with chain saw.

2.8. Other countryside furniture

Respondent Artefact Details

Deeside Access Trust Gateposts.  

Deeside Access Trust Ladders, stiles. May use half or full round. Provision of this and other types 
of countryside furniture is an embryonic industry.

FE Signs workshop Finger posts (signposts)Milled to standard 4” diameter. Purchased from company 
in England.

Perth and Kinross Council Used for wicket gate.  

Perth and Kinross Council Parking bay delineators.Full and half round poles back-filled.

SNH Vehicle barriers  

SNH NNR signs Used to be half round, using local poles. Now many have 
been replaced by standardised kiln dried slabs of Scots 
Pine.

West Highland Native WoodsPicnic furniture Using 8” diameter oak thinnings “boxed”.
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2.9. Playground furniture

Respondent Artefact Details

Angus Council Stockading Cellcure-ised SS pole and half round used.

Carpenter Oak 3 storey play structure for swimming 
pool in S. England.

Corsican pine, peeled and knifed back to remove 
outer cambium (not quite to heartwood).

Perth and Kinross CouncilEdging, along with bark chippings. Half 
rounds also used. 

Half rounds debarked and pressure treated. 
Previously used more extensively in playgrounds 
etc. but less now, due to high maintenance costs. 

Perth and Kinross 
Countryside Trust

Small scale construction, hut using 
notched poles.

SCP school grounds project.

Tayplay Range of equipment Virtually all poles used are machine rounded. 
Preferable, because they are more easy to use. 
Essential to conform to safety standards such as 
EN1176, which specifies e.g. max. heights of 
climbing frame, head probes, finger traps. 

2.10. Other uses of Roundpole in the Round

Respondent Artefact Details

Dundee City Council Drying green poles. DF. No longer - now buy in.

Dundee City Council Rugby posts. Mainly larch and spruce, painted once dried out. Have 
been replaced in recent years with metal, because of 
problems with vandalism.

Forest Enterprise, MarketingTelegraph poles, flag poles, 
rugby posts, masts for old 
ships, fencing, retaining 

Flagpoles and masts usually DF (or SP). Other applications 
usually use European larch by preference, but treated SS 
can also be used. SS treated 

Forest Enterprise, MarketingIn past, fire towers and high 
seats for rangers.

 

Forest Enterprise MarketingRetaining wall Known of, produced by other organisations. 12” high, 
halved roundwood tied, used to maintain earth bank.

McConnell Wood ProductsDraught pieces. 40 round pieces cut from timber round for use on board 
painted on local school playground.

Moray Council Rustic frameworking Larch thinnings, snedded and peeled, used as a bower to 
support rhododendrons / azaleas.

Peter Stevens and PartnersTemporary supporting 
structure.

Used sawn roundpoles for temporary structure to jack up 
historic bridge under repair. 

Woodschool Ladders, hat stands, chairs, 
table-frames, sculpture / art 
works.

Ash, oak, birch, larch, sycamore, obtained from local 
sources. Diameter ranges from twigs to 9” (220mm).
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2.11. Other uses of roundpole

2.11.1. Sawn timber
A couple of respondents reported that small diameter roundpoles could be milled into a
variety of sawn products.

One respondent (N. Raeside, Deeside Forest Development Initiative), reported the provision
of a wide variety of sawn products using a small scale bandsaw at a location in Yorkshire.
Products over a variety of lengths and square cut dimensions included e.g. tree stakes, wall
top fencing, gateposts, gates, rails (including half round, waney edged), variety of fences for
domestic uses, garden benches, ton and half ton boxes (for agricultural trade). Minimum
diameter of logs used was 13cm, mainly untreated larch, or SP treated with creosote. The
operation was reported as operating profitably. A similar situation in Scotland, Kilmally
sawmill near Fort William was reported to have taken sawlogs down to 14cm diameter. (P.
Ross, Cairnhead Community Forest Trust.)

A related application was reported, of a EU funded project in Wales, using oak poles down
to 4" diameter for window frames. (P. Ross).

2.11.2. Chippings
Large chippings for cattle corral filtration system. (Reported by J. Priddy, North Highland
Forest Trust and P. Ross.) Chip 5 - 10" diameter poles into 3" - 4" chips using cone chipper,
laid down around 2' deep in a post and rail cattle corral construction. A top dressing of chips
added every so often. Used overwinter, enables cattle to be kept dry and clean all winter in
upland locations. The chip bed acts as a filtration system, preventing diffuse contamination.
In Dumfries and Galloway Government agencies are monitoring the system to assess its
effectiveness. (Findings anticipated after winter 2000 / 2001.)

Another chipping application reported was the use of wood-chips by a mushroom producer.
(D. Cowen, Tayside Native Woodlands)

2.11.3. Fungi logs.
Shiitake mushroom growing using birch and beech poles. (E. Stevens, Grampian
Woodlands Project)

2.11.4. Charcoal
Charcoal burners use chipwood poles minimum 7cm diameter. (P. Voysey, Scottish Native
Woods.)

2.12. Literature covering Scottish roundpole use

The following literature, relevant to current / potential use of roundpole in Scotland was
identified during the survey.

Follett, P. and Jayanetti, L. "Timber Pole Construction. An Introduction". Intermediate
Technology. 2000. ISBN 1 85339 502 1.

This publication should be of interest to field housing and construction practitioners as
well as to the non-specialist. It provides a general introduction to timber poles as a
construction material, and covers the processes of harvesting and protecting the poles,
through to specific applications in the construction of domestic and industrial buildings
and other types of construction such as bridges and retaining walls. Preservation and
jointing are covered in detail and a number of case studies show some ideas put into
action.
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Ed. Ranta-Maunus, A.  "Round small diameter timber for construction". Final report of
project FAIR CT 95-0091. Technical Research Centre for Finland (VTT). 1999. ISBN 951-
38-5387-X. (soft back edition); ISBN 951-38-5388-8 (Web pdf file. URL
http://www.inf.vtt.fi/pdf)

This publication reports the scientific results obtained in the course of a 3 year EU project
assessing the possibility of using small-diameter round wood in construction. The
research covers a wide range of subjects including forest thinning methods, economy of
harvesting, wood drying, strength testing and grading, feasible use in construction, and
joints of load bearing structures. It is intended that this technical publication, which is
expected of interest to primarily structural engineers, will be complemented by illustrative
documents for the guidance of architects and builders which will be published by the EU
at a future date.

Paw C, Rattray J. C. and Robertson A. M. "Building with roundwood 1". Farm Building
Progress. 99. January 1990;
Paw C, Rattray J.C. and Robertson A.M. "Building with roundwood 2". Farm Building
Progress. 101. July 1990.

In combination, these articles review the advantages of building with round timber forest
thinnings, assessing the potential of roundwood, economics and structure. A range of
jointing methods are described, case studies including a self build cottage and the
buildings at Hooke Park are described, and preservation methods assessed.

Scottish Natural Heritage are in the process of updating the CCS publication, "Battleby
Design Manual Information". The new publication, as yet un-named, will be published in
the Natural Heritage Management series in the latter part of 2000. It will contain guidance
on selecting the best applications for specific situations, and guidance on the criteria
which should be applied when considering roundpole or square timber. The publication
will contain some designs incorporating roundpole.

3. Appraisal of Findings
An appraisal of the findings, categorised by key area, should help in the identification of
opportunities and issues regarding the prospect for increased use of roundpole in Scotland.
Key areas are identified and considered in turn.

3.1. Interest and enthusiasm
A significant level of interest in roundpole applications was evinced by participating
organisations, whether or not they are currently using the material. Many respondents
indicated that they had an open mind as to whether they would use roundpole in the future,
and were keen to be kept informed about applications which might be of local relevance.
There was a significant ground-swell of opinion that current and potential practitioners would
like to become involved in some form of "Roundpole Network", which would enable them to
share ideas and experiences and to keep abreast of developments.

Research and educational establishments also showed an interest in involvement. TRADA
were very keen to see whether ideas they have developed could be implemented in the area
of research, while a representative of Robert Gordon University indicated the availability of
architecture students to help with the design and building of roundpole constructions.
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There appears to be significant scope for development, as there are a wide range of
applications in Scotland and elsewhere which could be of interest to groups within the
designated area.

3.2 Availability of Material
There was strong agreement that locally available species and materials should be used
wherever possible. This appears to be feasible in most cases, and to some extent is the
case in existing practice. One respondent observed that every farm in Scotland with
woodland would use roundpole in some way, for instance, temporary fences or bridges,
small sheds and ramps etc.

Some respondents responsible for forest management expressed an interest in identifying
means by which their "waste" timber could be utilised more productively than at present.
This situation prevails across the forestry industry in Scotland, where "enormous quantities"
of small roundwood are reported to be on the market at present.

While a significant number of respondents indicated the use of European larch, this may
possibly decrease in the future, as levels of replacement plantings of the species appear to
have decreased over the last 40 years or so. Hybrid larch is popular with some respondents,
however it does not have the same proportion of heartwood as European larch and as a
consequence is less naturally durable. Similarly, Western Red Cedar which has probably the
most impressive natural preservative properties of any species grown in Scotland, has not
been planted to any extent in recent times being neither a well known nor a popular species
in this country. In most cases the species which are likely to be available locally are Scots
Pine or Sitka Spruce, both of which are generally treated with preservatives for use in
external constructions.

3.3 Economics
The economics of roundpole present a challenge. Roundpole is frequently reported to be
used in the "informal economy" where the material is obtained free, or in exchange for
labour (e.g. performing thinnings). In many such cases the material is worked by volunteer
groups.

The economic viability of roundpoles as a material in the building markets is a more thorny
question. The balance of timber and labour cost is reported as being critical. Labour costs
appear to present a major difficulty. One respondent reported that he considered the highest
value add is provided by poles being used as columns and purlins.

One point worth bearing in mind with regard to fencing market opportunities is the reported
poor margins associated with fencing posts.

One respondent flagged an interesting possible barrier to using untreated roundpole material
indicating that, in general, it is more straightforward to obtain funding for the installation of
structures (e.g. fencing), than for remedial or repair work.

3.4 Regulations
Adherence to British and European standards appears to present one of the major barriers
to more wide-spread roundpole usage. Several respondents reported experiencing
difficulties gaining building control approval of constructions incorporating roundpole.
Alterations to designs (e.g. the removal of some poles from design or increasing the pole
specifications) appear to be frequently required in order to satisfy the authorities as to the
strength of a proposed structure. One respondent, a structural engineer, indicated that the
British standards afforded him little opportunity to use roundpole in constructions. Other,
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non-structural regulations require additional considerations of the designer using roundpole.
For example, for a log cabin to meet current day thermal requirements, walls require to be
12" - 14" thick; and the fire resistance of structures incorporating roundpoles is a major
planning concern.

Stress-grading is an area of concern to all those using roundpole in a structural capacity.
Standard stresses are applied to sawn lengths, while stress-grading of roundpoles is
understood to a much lesser extent. There appears to be general confusion about roundpole
strength, a lack of awareness of who can perform stress-grading on roundpoles, and what
needs to be done to perform the testing.

Uses of roundpole in playground applications are constrained by the requirement to conform
to EN standards for playground equipment. For example the ruling prohibiting the presence
of finger-trap hazards (cracks or gaps between 8 and 25mm in width) encourages the use by
the trade of treated poles milled to standard dimensions. Air dried Scots Pine was reported
as being prone to cracking, and not likely to conform to the standards.

Those responsible for specifying built countryside furniture, generally specify square timber
because of the lower risk of failure and the attendant threat of litigation.

3.5 Education and training
Roundpole is an area which appears to offer significant educational and training
opportunities. One area where there is demonstrable scope for increased understanding is
the structural properties of roundpole timbers, and how to incorporate them in designs with
confidence. It is generally acknowledged that over-specification is the present day norm, as
designers and specifiers are constrained to err on the side of caution.

There appears to be a lack of knowledge in the joinery trade as to how to handle roundpole
joints at present, and consequently there is a tendency to over-price quotes for this type of
work. Another, more limited opportunity could therefore be afforded by training in roundpole
jointing as a specialist skill.

3.6 Designs
Several disparate themes emerged in regard to design. These included the challenge of
jointing; simplicity or technical sophistication of design; improvisation of ideas; corporate
design standards; and the use of standard milled lengths.

Jointing represents a significant challenge, and is one of the major inhibitors in current
structures, where the costs of jointing can severely compromise the overall economics of
constructions incorporating roundpole.

The lesson which seems to have come out of the Hooke Park experiment appears to be the
need to avoid complex designs. There are no reports of the roundpole designs at Hooke
Park having been emulated, probably due to the level of sophisticated engineering in the
design, and the significant financial outlay likely to be required to build to a similar standard.

Some respondents indicated that they are keen to improvise with ideas, and a proposed
network or discussion group may help bring together those with shared interests. Reported
areas of interest included the use of bales and poles in conjunction, and the creation of large
spans using roundpoles.

Corporate "look and feel" and other standard designs tend to mitigate against the use of
more natural, non-standard materials. There is also evidence that standards can mitigate
against the use of locally sourced and worked materials, causing a downward trend in the
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use of local materials over the past few years. Several respondents also indicated that,
although they used round poles, these were milled to a standard diameter along the full
length of the pole (i.e. the natural taper and skew from the round was machined out.)

3.7 Preservatives
Issues surrounding the use of preservatives appear to fall into essentially two categories -
the means by which their use can be avoided or minimised, and the logistics of their
application. The majority of applications identified in this study entailed the use of
preservatives. CCA, a substance reported to be banned in several European countries, was
reported to be used in most of these instances. Some respondents mentioned the use of
Borax, as a more environmentally friendly substance, but the water solubility of this material
appears to create a problem, particularly in situations where treated timber is constant
contact with the ground. One respondent indicated the availability of an environmentally
friendly alkali water-based preservative from Norway called Jotun.

Several respondents indicated means by which the use of preservatives could be minimised.
One respondent indicated that if it is desirable not to use preservatives, it should be
necessary to identify applications where a relatively short life-span is acceptable. Others
indicated that design could ensure a minimisation of preservative use. A structure's "roof and
shoes" are critical factors in use of unpreserved roundpole; accordingly if a building is
detailed correctly the end-grains should be well protected, and shouldn't require treatment
with preservative. Another respondent indicated that there is a good case for cutting sap-
wood off if the use of preservatives is to be avoided, as British and European standards
demand use of treatment if sapwood is to be used in an external location.

One area which could possibly benefit from market development is fencing (see the
following section). The logistics of preservation are likely to be critical in this case. Issues
which would have to be explored include a) whether it is possible only to treat that part of the
stake which comes in contact with the ground is preserved, and b) whether it is possible for
mobile contractors to perform preservation operations. These questions would have to be
clarified in the light of existing environmental legislation; one respondent indicated that a
CCA pressure treatment plant would cost £50,000 minimum, and the environmental
compliance requirements would leave little scope for the development of mobile facilities.

Several respondents indicated experiencing difficulties in treating spruce with preservatives.
A development likely to be of interest to them is the recently announced discovery of a
fungus which alters the material's cell structure, enabling the improved uptake of
preservative medium. No indication has been provided of the longer term structural or
environmental consequences of this type of treatment.

3.8. Marketing and product development
There would appear to be scope for the development of roundpole marketing. Various
aspects of marketing could be employed with a view to encouraging the adoption of the
material. For example, TRADA are keen to promote the message that low tech, low cost
does not necessarily mean low quality. At the top end of the market, there appears to be
client resistance to accepting designs incorporating roundpole. Existing examples could be
effectively utilised to stimulate client interest, consideration could be given as to how to
counter objections on the basis of cost, and means identified by which clients could be
reassured about the integrity of roundpole designs. It appears that promotion of this sort
could usefully be extended more broadly into the architectural profession where roundpole is
not generally considered in design because of its experimental status.

Some initiatives reported the development of products using roundpole (not all utilising the
timber in the round). These were listed in the previous section. It was suggested that
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consideration could be given to identifying products which would be more sympathetic in
roundpole, for example vehicle barriers.

Otherwise, there is little evidence of roundpole product development being undertaken by
major market players. The Forestry Commission are concentrating all their efforts in
hardwood marketing on milled timber and do not see this situation changing in the
foreseeable future. BRE, the construction research establishment, reported that they are not
doing anything with roundpole at present and have no future plans for the material.

Perhaps a consideration to bear in mind for the future : one correspondent mentioned that
they would be interested in obtaining various lengths and diameters of roundpole "off the
shelf".

3.9 Conclusions
In the medium term at least, there is a reasonable prospect of an increase in the level of
local value added using roundpole, but activity would be expected to remain at a relatively
low overall level. It is not anticipated that the projected level of activity would have any
appreciable impact on the market for thinnings.

Experience indicates that technically complex solutions have few ready takers while there
appears to be significant scope for the development of simple applications. A general
willingness to share ideas and experiences would indicate that much could be done in the
medium term in the development of local applications. An effective means of information
collation and dissemination could help facilitate such developments.

In the longer term, significant technical, environmental, economic and attitudinal barriers
remain to the wider scale use and adoption of roundpole applications. In view of the forest
industry's level of interest in identifying and driving up value-add uses of smaller diameter
material, it is conceivable that ways may be found to underwrite the research required to
uncover means by which these barriers can be lowered or removed.

4. The way forward

4.1 Initial steps
Two initial actions have been identified and are being performed in conjunction with the
production of this report, namely a) the distribution of a hard copy of the report to
respondents and other interested parties, and b) scoping the options for a roundpole
information exchange / forum for those with an interest in roundpole. Those who have
expressed an interest in information exchange will be appraised of the outcome once the
scoping exercise is complete.

4.2 Development possibilities
It is beyond the scope of the "Roundpole in Building" project to proceed with the other
development ideas discussed in the previous section. Areas which might merit further
research elsewhere are outlined below.

4.2.1 Increasing acceptance and utilisation of roundpole
More detailed research could be performed into identifying and developing the factors which
could enable more wide-spread use of roundpole in commercial applications. The areas
which could be considered include :

technical solutions  - investigation and promotion of appropriate solutions for roundpole
technologies e.g. cost-effective jointing mechanisms;
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local opportunities  - identification of the types of area (or specific, identified locations)
where there would likely be significant scope for adding value to locally produced raw
roundpole material. This would likely include identification of enabling factors e.g. local
stress-grading facilities.

regulations  - investigation of achievable means by which roundpole usage could be more
widely accommodated within the present day regulatory framework e.g. in planning;
building control; health and safety requirements;

attitude  - identification of applications for which roundpole finishing considered appropriate
from an aesthetic and practical standpoint, and promotion of the material's benefits.

4.2.2 Product development - fencing.
Further investigation could be carried into the round post fencing market, which appears to
offer growth potential. Research could be undertaken to better understand the market and to
identify the logistics and tenability of localised fence post production as a diversified activity,
with particular emphasis on the investigation of the environmental, technical and regulatory
aspects of fence post preservatives. For this type of study it would be proposed to identify a
few organisations or individuals, ideally one or two currently involved in fence post
production, and the others possible future producers (if possible from geographical areas
where there would be little direct competition). The producer organisations could provide
information about the process, market conditions, regulations etc. The other organisations
would be invited to assess the situation in their area, and to scope the opportunities for
development of a market in their local area.

4.2.3 Product development - small diameter cut timber
Research could be performed into the feasibility of use of roundpole as a raw material for
small scale band-saw operations, in the production of square cut timbers. Activities
envisaged would likely include assessment of viability and investment implications,
identification of products, markets, pricing levels, competition, local market conditions etc.


